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Is Australia weird? A cross-continental comparison of biological, geological and climatological features

Habacuc Flores-Moreno1,2,3, Rhiannon L. Dalrymple4,5, Will K. Cornell6,7, Gordana Popovic1,3, Shinichi Nakagawa1, Joe Atkinson1, Julia Cooke11, Shawn W. Laffan6,7, Stephen P. Bonser3, Lisa E. Schwanz1, Angela J. Crean1, David J. Eldridge1, Michael Garratt3, Robert C. Brooks1, Adriana Vergés1, Alistair G. B. Poore1, David R. Cohen6, Graeme F. Clark1, Alex Sen Gupta1, Peter B. Reich2,8, J. Hans C. Cornelissen9, Joseph M. Craine10, Frank A. Hemmings7, Jens Kattge11,12, Úlo Niinemets13,14, Josep Peñuelas15,16 and Angela T. Moles1

Australia’s distinctive biogeography means that it is sometimes considered an ecologically unique continent with biological and abiotic features that are not comparable to those observed in the rest of the world. This leaves some researchers unclear as to whether findings from Australia apply to systems elsewhere (or vice-versa), which has consequences for the development of ecological theory and the application of ecological management principles. We analyzed 594,612 observations spanning 85 variables describing global climate, soil, geochemistry, plants, animals, and ecosystem function to test if Australia is broadly different to the other continents and compare how different each continent is from the global mean. We found significant differences between Australian and global means for none of 15 climate variables, only seven of 25 geochemistry variables, three of 16 soil variables, five of 12 plant trait variables, four of 11 animal variables, and one of five ecosystem function variables. Seven of these differences remained significant when we adjusted for multiple hypothesis testing: high soil pH, high soil concentrations of sodium and strontium, a high proportion of nitrogen-fixing plants, low plant leaf nitrogen concentration, low annual production rate to birth in mammals, and low marine productivity. Our analyses reveal numerous similarities between Australia and Africa and highlight dissimilarities between continents in the northern vs. southern hemispheres.
1. Introduction

When early European naturalists observed the conditions, organisms, and ecosystems of Australia, they were struck by the apparent differences from those they were familiar with elsewhere. Charles Darwin wrote in 1836 "I ... was reflecting on the strange character of the Animals of this country as compared to the rest of the World. An unbeliever in everything beyond his own reason, might exclaim "Surely two distinct Creators must have been [at] work..." (Darwin and Keynes, 2001, p. 402). Framed in the entrance to the Great Hall in Australia’s Parliament House is a quote from Clarke (1876), that opens with “In Australia alone is to be found the Grotesque, the Weird, the strange scribblings of nature learning to write.” Similarly, François Péron proclaimed in 1809 that Australia was “an absolute exception; as if ... the animals and vegetables of this singular continent [have] peculiar laws, which differ from all the principles of our sciences and all the rules of our systems” (Péron, 1809, p. 291). Two centuries later, our understanding of biogeography has advanced significantly, and using big-data science and an increasingly global approach to scientific collaboration (Tydecks et al., 2018) we have addressed research questions at continental-or intercontinental-scales to uncover global, macro-ecological patterns. However, the idea that the species, conditions and ecosystem processes of Australia are different from elsewhere on Earth persists amongst some scientists (Clarke, 1876; Braithwaite, 1990; Greenwood et al., 2004; Hadden, 2007; Orians and Milewski, 2007; Wiens, 2016). The empirical evidence for Australia’s distinctiveness is surprisingly limited, with direct quantitative comparisons of the biological, geological and climatological features of Australia with those elsewhere in the world mostly focused on a small number of non-randomly selected sites (e.g., Dodson and Westoby, 1985; Westoby, 1988; Wiens, 1991; Kirkby et al., 2011), and no continental scale tests. Australia has not generally been identified as an outlier in global analyses (Wright et al., 2005; Moles et al., 2007, 2009), though global analyses do not usually test whether continents differ. In this paper, we provide a broad test of whether Australia, or any other continent, is quantitatively different from the other continents.

Among the six vegetated continents, all except Australia are (or were recently until the construction of a canal) connected by land to at least one other continent. This has led to a high level of zoological uniqueness (Mazel et al., 2017) and endemism in Australia at the species level. It has been estimated that of the species found in Australia, –93% of plants, –93% of reptiles and –74–87% of mammals are found nowhere else (Ceballos and Brown, 1995; Chapman, 2009); [for comparison, other regions with relatively high levels of mammalian endemism globally are Madagascar (90%) and the Philippines (60%), and other large continental areas such as Mexico (33%) and the United States (27%) (Ceballos and Brown, 1995)]. Australia has a high diversity of Elapidae compared to other continents and is the only continent without Viperidae (see Figure 1 of Terribile et al., 2009). It also has a high diversity of Proteaceae, with almost 1,100 of the world’s ~ 1,660 species (McCarthy and Orchard, 1995; Christenhusz and Byng, 2016); and is home to four of the only five extant species of monotremes, and to around two-thirds of the world’s marsupials (Lee and Cockburn, 1985). There is also evidence that Australia has high phylogenetic and trait turnover relative to other parts of the world (Holt et al., 2018).

Differences between Australia and the rest of the world have been attributed to geographic isolation, a relatively flat and nutrient-poor landscape, a hot climate with low and unpredictable rainfall, a long history of human-caused fires, and a lack of recent glaciation (Mabbutt, 1988; Squires, 1988; Braithwaite, 1990; Milewski and Diamond, 2000; Orians and Milewski, 2007; Peel et al., 2007; Kooyman et al., 2016). However, comparative evidence for differences among continents in these environmental variables is currently lacking. For example, the assertion that Australia is a particularly hot and dry continent (Peel et al., 2007) has not been quantitatively tested. Australia has been fairly tectonically stable for 10 million to 100 million years, and its soils have low levels of soil phosphorous, having been exposed to prolonged weathering and re-working over this substantial time frame (Pillans, 2007; Kooyman et al., 2016). However, phosphorus limitation is a globally broad phenomenon (Du et al., 2020). Australian soils have on average lower phosphorus content than US soil (Wild, 1958) and lower nitrogen content than a collection of international soils (Kirkby et al., 2011), but these studies are confounded by the use of different methods to quantify soil fertility on different continents. Thus, there is surprisingly little unconfounded empirical evidence for Australia having unusually low nutrient soils in a global context.

The environmental conditions of a region are important drivers of species and community evolution. For example, the low fertility of Australian soils is central to many explanations for Australia’s unique ecosystems (Braithwaite, 1990; Orians and Milewski, 2007; Kooyman et al., 2016). Ancient, nutrient-poor soils are an explanation for low productivity of Australian ecosystems and are thought to have favored plants with conservative nutrient-use strategies and low nutrient...
content (Milewski and Diamond, 2000; Burness et al., 2001; Orians and Milewski, 2007; Hopper, 2009; Kooyman et al., 2016). Many authors highlight the distinctiveness of Australia’s hard-leaved (sclerophyllous), fire-adapted plants (Beadle, 1966; Braithwaite, 1990; Orians and Milewski, 2007; Bradstock et al., 2012). Reduced and less-predictable resource availability is also considered to have exerted selective pressure on characteristics of Australian fauna such as body size, growth and metabolic rates, sociality and reproductive output, and may contribute to Australia’s absence of large carnivorous mammals and food chains with relatively few apex predators compared to other continents (Orians and Milewski, 2007 and references therein; Lee and Cockburn, 1985; Braithwaite, 1990; Milewski and Diamond, 2000; Burness et al., 2001; Ritchie and Johnson, 2009; Jetz and Rubenstein, 2011). Low nutrient concentrations and unique oceanographic patterns underpin globally low annual yields in Australian marine wild fisheries (Savage, 2015; FAO, 2016). Scaling up of expected differences in characteristics of climate, soil and the biota has been predicted to result in significant differences in key ecological processes such as productivity, decomposition and herbivory between Australia and the other continents (Braithwaite, 1990; Coley and Barone, 1996; Cornell et al., 2008; Reich, 2012). All of these pieces of evidence point to how Australia may differ from other continents. However, empirical evidence that Australia is globally unusual is scarce.

We asked if Australia's environment is distinct or more different to other continents, in three ways. First, we tested if Australia is significantly different from the global mean of each variable. Next, we sought to determine the most distinctive continent in terms of data distribution for each of the variables, to establish if Australia, or indeed any other continent, was distinctive more often than other continents. To do this we adapted the KSI test used by Cornwell et al. (2014). Given a distribution of values among continents, the KSI measures the distinctiveness of all possible groups, in our case continents. The test compares the frequency distribution of values for continents from the distribution for all other continents using a nonparametric two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. This test asks how likely is it that the groups in each comparison came from the same distribution, using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov significance test to rank the distinctiveness of different continents. This involves calculating the difference between each continent and that of other continents for each variable, based on the maximum difference in their cumulative distribution. Then, ranking the continents in the likelihood that their distribution comes from the same underlying distribution to that of all other continents. Thus, the method is designed to identify continents that significantly alter the distribution of values observed in a given variable. Without these continents, the distribution of a variable across continents would be very different. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test can distinguish not only differences in mean values but also changes in variance and skewness of distributions among comparison groups.

Finally, we sought to quantify the extent to which Australia differs from other continents in major abiotic and biotic characteristics overall. To do this, we calculated $z$-scores for each variable for each continent to determine how different each continent is to the global mean for our different variables. $z$-scores are calculated as 

$$
z = \left( \bar{x}_{\text{continent}} - \bar{x}_{\text{global}} \right) / \left( \sigma_x \right)\left( \text{Global} \right),
$$

where $\bar{x}_{\text{continent}}$ and $\bar{x}_{\text{global}}$ are the means of the variable for the continent and the global mean, respectively, and $\sigma_x\left( \text{Global} \right)$ is the global standard deviation. We then ran the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test to compare the distribution of values for each continent with the global mean.

2. Materials and methods

We compiled global datasets spanning 85 features of climate (marine and terrestrial), soil chemistry and soil edaphic attributes, plant and animal (birds and mammals) life history traits, and indicators of ecosystem function (see full list Supporting information – Supplementary Table S1). The datasets included were the largest, most complete datasets available at the time. While datasets differ in coverage and resolution depending on their source (for instance, climate, soil edaphology and productivity datasets have the highest global coverage, while marine herbivory and decomposition have the lowest global coverage), they were chosen based on having comparable or synthesized data across continents. Overall, our study encompasses 594,612 observations (see Supplementary Tables S1, S2 for a list of variables in each category; all data sources and their details are listed in the Supplementary materials under the “Data” subheading).

We assigned continent of origin to each observation in our datasets. The analyses include land masses $>1,000,000\text{ km}^2$, and marine continental areas no more than 200 km away from these land masses. The databases used for our comparison can be divided into two groups: spatially explicit databases, where every record has an assigned latitude and longitude, and non-spatial databases, where records are assigned to a continent.

We began by individually comparing the means of each variable across continents. For each variable in both types of dataset, we ran linear mixed effect models (Harrison et al., 2018) with a fixed effect for Australian-ness (whether or not the observations belong to the Australian continent) and a random effect for continent. For the spatially explicit data, we chose the best spatial correlation structure (i.e., spherical, exponential, gaussian, linear, rational) for each variable using Akaike information criterion (AIC) values. Then we used the selected correlation structure for each observation in each continent to account for the effect of spatial autocorrelation between observations. For both the spatially explicit and non-spatial datasets, we calculated $p$-values for the univariate models using likelihood ratio statistics. We used the False Discovery Rate (FDR) test to control for multiple testing, however, $p$-values reported in the main text are not corrected for multiple testing. Supplementary Tables S1, S2 list all dependent variables, whether they are spatially explicit or not, units, sample size, as well as $\chi^2$, $p$-values, and FDR corrected $p$-values.

Then, for each variable, we identified which continent was the most distinctive overall in the distribution of data to determine if Australia, or indeed any other continent, was distinctive more often than other continents. To do this we used the KSI test used by Cornwell et al. (2014). Given a distribution of values among continents, the KSI measures the distinctiveness of all possible groups, in our case continents. The test compares the frequency distribution of values for continents from the distribution for all other continents using a nonparametric two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. This test asks how likely is it that the groups in each comparison came from the same distribution, using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov significance test to rank the distinctiveness of different continents. This involves calculating the difference between each continent and that of other continents for each variable, based on the maximum difference in their cumulative distribution. Then, ranking the continents in the likelihood that their distribution comes from the same underlying distribution to that of all other continents. Thus, the method is designed to identify continents that significantly alter the distribution of values observed in a given variable. Without these continents, the distribution of a variable across continents would be very different. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test can distinguish not only differences in mean values but also changes in variance and skewness of distributions among comparison groups.

Finally, we sought to quantify the extent to which Australia differs from other continents in major abiotic and biotic characteristics overall. To do this, we calculated $z$-scores for each variable for each continent to determine how different each continent is to the global mean for our different variables. $z$-scores are calculated as $z = \left( \bar{x}_{\text{continent}} - \bar{x}_{\text{global}} \right) / \left( \sigma_x \right)\left( \text{Global} \right)$, to make binary and continuous variables comparable (Gelman, 2008). We standardized the $z$-scores for each variable relative to the global mean and variance for that particular variable. That is, we $z$-transformed each variable relative to the global mean and variance for that variable, and compared the number of standard deviations that the combined $z$-scores of all variables within a category is away from the mean. To explore if Australia tends to be more different overall from the other continents, we applied non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test to the absolute value of these $z$-scores. We then applied a post-hoc Dunn’s
multiple comparison non-parametric test to identify the patterns of similarity and differences between all of the continents. If Australia is more distinct overall (i.e., being more different to the global means of the variables) compared to other continents, we would expect to see a significant difference between continents and that differences in pairwise comparisons with Australia are driving this. To visually compare how similar continents are among each other we calculated the correlation values for the z-scores among each continent pair for the characteristics within variable category. We only plotted correlations with $r \geq 0.45$ as these represent strong correlations (Cohen, 1988), and thus substantial associations between continents.

Australia is not just a continent but also occupies its own biogeographic realm, whereas some other continents have multiple biogeographic realms (Holt et al., 2013). Important differences between Australia and the rest of the world may be masked by comparing continents by inflating the variance or dispersion features of other continents and thus limit the detection of differences with Australia. Thus, we have also applied the above analyses using biogeographic realm as the unit of comparison to compare the Australian biogeographic realm to the other biogeographic realms. Results using biogeographic realm as the unit of comparison were broadly consistent with those comparing continents (see Supplementary materials for full results).

All analyses were run in R 3.3.2 (R Core Team, 2016). We fitted the univariate models using the nlme (Pinheiro et al., 2014) and lme4 (Bates et al., 2014) libraries. All models were checked to meet the constant variance (homoscedasticity) and normality assumptions of linear models. Code for data analyses is available at https://bitbucket.org/habacucfm/is_australia_weird. See supporting information for complete details of analyses.

3. Results

3.1. Are Australian means for each variable significantly different to global means?

Although it is often stated that Australia is an unusually hot continent with low, variable rainfall (e.g., Orians and Milewski, 2007; Peel et al., 2007), we did not find evidence for greater mean temperature ($p = 0.437$), greater interannual variation of precipitation ($p = 0.668$) or higher aridity ($p = 0.404$) in Australia compared to the global mean. Our analyses showed no significant difference between Australia and other continents in any of the 15 individual terrestrial or marine climate features explored (all $p > 0.079$; Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Figures S2, S3).

Overall, Australia was significantly different from the other continents in seven of 25 characteristics related to geochemistry (Supplementary Figures S4, S5 and Supplementary Table S1); only soil sodium and strontium concentration remained significant after correction for multiple testing (Supplementary Table S1). Despite nutrient-poor Australian soils being central to many explanations for Australia’s unique ecosystems (Braithwaite, 1990; Orians and Milewski, 2007; Kooyman et al., 2016), the Australian continent did not significantly differ from those of the rest of the world in total phosphorus ($p = 0.097$; Figure 1G), secondary phosphorus ($p = 0.29$;...
Supplementary Figure S4B), organic phosphorus ($p=0.156$; Supplementary Figure S4C), labile inorganic phosphorus ($p=0.597$; Supplementary Figure S4D), or total soil nitrogen ($p=0.103$; Supplementary Figure S4E). Australian soils and geologic parent materials do differ from those of other continents in several micronutrients and elemental concentrations, with Australian parent lithologies showing lower concentrations of potassium ($p=0.030$), magnesium ($p=0.028$), manganese ($p=0.010$), zinc ($p=0.044$), calcium ($p=0.007$), sodium ($p<0.0001$) and strontium ($p=0.003$) compared to other major land masses. Across 16 soil edaphic characteristics, three showed significant differences between Australia and other continents. Specifically, Australian soils are higher in total exchangeable bases ($p=0.021$) and bulk density ($p=0.031$), and are significantly more alkaline ($p=0.004$; Figure 1H). However, after correction for multiple testing, only one of 16 soil variables (pH) remained significant (Supplementary Figures S5–S6 and Supplementary Table S1).

The phenotypes of Australian plants were expected to reflect resource-conservative ecological strategies (Beadle, 1966; Braithwaite, 1990; Cunningham et al., 1999; Orians and Milewski, 2007). Consistent with this prediction, we found that Australian plants have leaves that are on average more than twice as thick/dense (lower specific leaf area, $p=0.012$; Figure 2A), with mass-based concentrations of phosphorus that are on average 27% lower ($p=0.013$; Australian mean of 0.38 mg g$^{-1}$ vs. mean of other continents of 0.52 mg g$^{-1}$; Figure 2B) and mass based concentrations of nitrogen that are 31% lower ($p=0.001$; Australian mean of 0.88 mg g$^{-1}$ vs. mean of other continents of 1.28 mg g$^{-1}$; Supplementary Figure S7D) compared to plants from other continents. Australia also has about twice as many plant species with nitrogen fixing capacity ($p=0.002$; Figure 2C), and a lower proportion of species with a C3 photosynthetic pathway ($p=0.041$; Supplementary Figure S7G) compared to other continents. We found no evidence of differences between Australia and other continents in the other plant characteristics, including crucial traits such as plant height, leaf size, seed mass and phenology (Supplementary Table S2 and Supplementary Figure S7). Overall, five of 12 traits of Australian plants differed from the global mean; after correction for multiple testing, two of 12 (leaf N$_{\text{leaf}}$ and nitrogen fixing capacity) remained significantly different from other continents (Supplementary Table S2).

Life history strategies of Australian animals were also expected to indicate resource-conservative ecological strategies (Braithwaite, 1990; Jetz and Rubenstein, 2011). Australian birds live for an average of ~21 years, which is significantly longer than birds from other continents, which live, on average, for ~16 years ($p=0.023$; Figure 2E). The post-hatch growth rate of Australian birds is also 26% slower than that of birds elsewhere (0.14 g per day in Australia, compared to the mean of other continents of 0.19 g per day; $p=0.013$; Figure 2F). Australian mammals birth ($p=0.0001$; Supplementary Figure S8D) and wean ($p=0.009$; Figure 2E) significantly less mass of offspring in relation to their body size as compared to animals from other continents. Overall, four of 11 bird and mammal traits showed a significant difference between Australia and the rest of the world (Supplementary Table S2 and Supplementary Figure S8), with the annual production rate to birth of mammals being the only of 11 animal traits remaining globally unusual in Australia after correction for multiple testing (Supplementary Table S2).

![Figure 2](image_url)

Comparison of a set of biotic characteristics of Australia and other continents including (A) specific leaf area, (B) leaf phosphorus mass, (C) nitrogen-fixing capacity, (D) growth form, (E) birds maximum lifespan, (F) posthatch growth rate, (G) production rate to weaning, (H) terrestrial net primary productivity, and (I) marine net primary productivity. The boxes represent the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles. Whiskers represent the lowest and highest value still within the 1.5 interquartile range (IQR) of the lower or upper quartile; points represent outliers beyond 1.5 IQR. Asterisks indicate significant terms ($p<0.05$) after False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction for multiple testing.
Scaling up of expected differences in characteristics of climate, soil and the biota was predicted to result in significant differences in key ecological processes between Australia and the other continents (Braithwaite, 1990; Coley and Barone, 1996; Cornwell et al., 2008; Reich, 2012). Both before and after correction for multiple testing, Australia stood out from the other continents in only one of six indicators of ecosystem function: marine primary productivity is 38% lower in Australia than in other continents [on average 398.65 C mg m⁻² day⁻¹ in Australia vs. 646.33 C mg m⁻² day⁻¹ elsewhere; \( p = 0.0001 \) (\( p = 0.003 \) after FDR), Figure 2I]. No significant differences were found in terrestrial productivity [gross primary productivity (GPP) and net primary productivity (NPP)], marine herbivory, terrestrial decomposition or frequency of fire events (Supplementary Figure S9).

Overall, Australia was significantly different from the other continents in 20 of 85 variables related to climate, soils, biota and ecosystem processes (Supplementary Tables S1, S2), which reduced to only seven of 85 variables once we applied corrections for the large number of tests applied (marine net primary productivity, annual production rate to birth in mammals, plant N fixing capacity, nitrogen concentration per unit leaf mass, soil pH, and concentrations of sodium and strontium in soil; Supplementary Tables S1, S2).

3.2. Is Australia distinctive from global data distributions more often than the other continents?

Globally Australia was the most distinctive continent most often across 85 variables, ranking as the most distinct from the rest of the globe in 26 variables (Supplementary Tables S3, S4). The next most distinctive continent was Europe (ranked most distinctive for 15 variables), followed by Africa (most distinctive for 13 variables), Asia (12 variables), South America (11 variables), and North America (8 variables).

Australia’s distinctiveness was mainly related to soil conditions and geochemistry and functional traits of plants, but also a few bird and mammal traits (Supplementary Table S3). Australian soils were distinctive in a range of attributes which relate to nutrient availability, including cation exchange capacity, pH, particle size characteristics (sand, clay, and gravel content), carbon content and sodicity. Australian plants were the most distinctive in traits related to the leaf economic spectrum (LES), nitrogen fixing capacity, phenology and photosynthetic pathway. Australian animals were distinctive in age to maturity; birds were also distinctive in annual production rate to hatching, and post-hatch growth rate, and mammals in annual production rate to birth and weaning. Meanwhile, the distinctiveness of Europe was related to its geochemistry and marine climate, diurnal temperature range, marine herbivory, plant life form, and mammalian basal metabolic rate. Africa was mainly distinctive in terrestrial climate and soil phosphorous, but African mammal lifespan and the body mass of African birds also contribute. In theory, the distinctiveness of continents identified by the KSI test could come through shifts in the mean, variance, kurtosis or skewness of the distributions. In practice, many changes came through a shift in the mean. The distinctiveness of 10 variables is likely due to a shift in the means, as suggested by the “Australianess” tests above (Supplementary Tables S1, S2). Distinctiveness of specific leaf area (Figure 2A), leaf N mass (Supplementary Figure S7D), proportion of species with a C3 photosynthetic pathway (Supplementary Figure S7G), post hatch growth rate of birds (Supplementary Figure S8I), the annual production rates to weaning (Supplementary Figure S8D) and to birth in mammals (Supplementary Figure S8E), as well as strontium concentration (Supplementary Figure S5O) all reflect lower mean values in Australia compared to other continents. Meanwhile, Australia’s distinctiveness in proportion of species with Nitrogen fixing capacity (Supplementary Figure S7I), soil total exchangeable bases (Supplementary Figure S6L) and soil bulk density (Supplementary Figure S6E) reflect higher means in Australia compared to other continents.

Three groupings emerged between the continents, with Australia, Africa, South America and Europe forming one grouping; South America, North America and Europe forming another grouping; and Asia and North America forming a third (Figure 3). That is, Australia is not significantly different to Africa, South America and Europe in deviation from the global means across 85 variables.

3.3. How do the continents differ from each other in major abiotic and biotic characteristics overall?

Analyses of absolute z-scores of all variables across all continents revealed that there are significant differences between continents in how far they are from global means of variables (\( p < 0.0001 \); Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S17). Post-hoc testing revealed that out of the 15 possible pair-wise combinations of continents, six pairings are significantly different from each other (Supplementary Table S6). Three groupings emerged between the continents, with Australia, Africa, South America and Europe forming one grouping; South America, North America and Europe forming another grouping; and Asia and North America forming a third (Figure 3). That is, Australia is not significantly different to Africa, South America and Europe in deviation from the global means across 85 variables.

Pair-wise correlations of z-scores among each pair of continents show strong correlations between the plant traits found in Australia, South America and Africa, and between the terrestrial climates of Australia and Africa. This analysis also reveals that Europe and North...
4. Discussion

Our study has brought together an unprecedented breadth of data, spanning climate, soil, plants, birds, mammals and ecosystem processes, and we have shown that there are some differences in the biotic and abiotic environment between Australia and the rest of the world. Australia is distinct in more variables that the other continents. However, overall, our data (e.g., Figure 4) demonstrate that Australia is not an outlier to the world’s other continents but fits well within the span of global environmental variation. Rather, our results provide further indication that differences between continents are more pronounced between the hemispheres. That is, Australian researchers and land managers should consider broad ecological findings from elsewhere in the world as likely to be relevant for the Australian context rather than focusing primarily on work done in Australia. Conversely, when interesting new findings arise from research done on Australian plants and animals, researchers elsewhere in the world should consider them as potentially relevant for their context rather than assuming that they are quirks of a globally unusual ecosystem.

The infertility of Australian soils underpins much of our understanding of how Australian ecosystems differ from the rest of the world (Braithwaite, 1990; Orians and Milewski, 2007; Kooyman et al., 2016). Surprisingly, we did not find evidence that Australian soils have unusually low nitrogen or phosphorus content (Figures 1FG and Supplementary Tables S1, S3). However, our other results are broadly consistent with the known abundance of ancient and weathered soils in the arid interior of the country, where infertile soils tend to have high pH, pedogenic carbonates are relatively common, and sodic soils are ubiquitous and diverse (Isbell, 1996; Rengasamy, 2002; de Caritat et al., 2011; Eldridge et al., 2018). High total exchangeable bases in Australia are likely driven by the predominance of arid areas with alkaline soils, as it is related to both moisture and pH (see Figure 2B in Huston, 2012). Such conditions will make soil nutrients such as phosphorus, nitrogen, and magnesium less available to plants (James et al., 2005; Huston, 2012; Singh et al., 2013). While our data do support the overarching hypothesis that low and variable resource availability is important in Australian ecosystems, our analyses demonstrated that Australia is not unique in this way. Generally low and unpredictable resource availability and infertile soils are characteristics that Australia shares with Africa (Supplementary Figure S4; Bationo et al., 2006; He et al., 2021), as are higher frequency of fire events (Supplementary Figure S9), and aridity (Figure 1).

It is perhaps unsurprising that overall similarities in plant characteristics (Figure 4) are seen within the continents that formed ancient continental mass Laurasia (which included the northern hemisphere continents of North America, Europe and Asia) and within those that were Gondwana (the great southern land mass that included what is now Africa, South America and Australia); these groupings may reveal underlying differences in the biota stemming from long, separated evolutionary histories within these two land masses (Raymond, 1987; Lamont and He, 2012). The higher proportion of evergreen species (Supplementary Figure S7) relative to other continents, among numerous other similarities which could have arisen through their shared Gondwanan history (Milewski and Bond, 1982; Cowling and Lamont, 1998; Bond and Keeley, 2005). However, the

America are the most correlated to each other, that they have fewer strong correlated to Asia and South America, and have no strong correlations with Africa and Australia (Figure 4).
distinctiveness of some Australian plant traits globally (e.g., lower specific leaf area and leaf N) will also be related to the known functional distinctiveness of plant clades with large radiations in Australia, including Proteaceae (Cornwell et al., 2014). It is also likely that some of the differences in plant traits between continents are related to the presence of different biomes. Exploring the extent to which the climate, flora and fauna within particular biomes vary between continents would be a worthwhile direction for future research (e.g., Gross et al., 2017).

Clear differences between the hemispheres are evident in several traits, including the number of frost days and mean annual temperature (Figure 1), soil salinity (Supplementary Figure S6), and proportions of evergreen and woody plant species (Supplementary Figure S7). Southern hemisphere continents tend to be more different from the global means, with nine of the 10 highest absolute z-score values found on Southern hemisphere continents, and that Asia and North America are much closer to the global means across the 85 biotic and abiotic variables than the other continents (Figure 3). In general, we found far fewer connections between than within northern and southern hemisphere continents (Figure 4). These findings lend further support to the long-standing notion that there are greater differences between the continents of northern and the southern hemispheres than within them (e.g., in productivity – Box, 2002; in latitudinal gradients of biodiversity – Chown et al., 2004; in metabolic rates – Watson et al., 2014; in species turnover – Leslie et al., 2012; in arid landscapes – Morton et al., 2011). The hemispheric differences we demonstrate are likely due to differences in the history of glaciation (de Caritat et al., 2012), and dissimilarities in climate (Figure 1 and Supplementary Figures S2, S3; e.g., more extreme winter temperatures of northern latitudes, more variable and less predictable rainfall patterns in southern latitudes; Chown et al., 2004) driven by the unequal distribution of land masses, and influence of ancient supercontinents Laurasia and Gondwana. The differences between continents of the two hemispheres may explain the common perception of Australia being unusual – partly because many of Australia’s colonists and early scientific explorers drew their heuristic baselines from Europe, and partly because much of the existing ecological data comes from Europe and North America (e.g., Cornwell et al., 2018), which are very similar to each other (Figure 4). For instance, Australia and Africa do sit at the lower end of the spectrum for soil nitrogen and phosphorus (Supplementary Figure S4), compared to the higher levels of both elements in European and North American soils due to the relatively recent glaciation history of those continents (de Caritat et al., 2012). Australia also sits at the opposite end of the global spectrum to Europe and North America for several variables, such as soil total nitrogen and pH, mammal annual production rate to weaning, sunshine percent, mean sea surface temperature and a range of plant characteristics (e.g., Figures 1, 2 and Supplementary Figure S3).

We have shown that overall, Australia should be considered as well within global environmental variation in a macro-ecological, geological and climatological sense. While our analyses show that Australia has several features in which it is significantly different to global means, and is the continent that was distinctive most often across our variables, Australia does not appear to be a global outlier overall. Instead, we have shown that Australia tends to be more similar to the other southern hemisphere continents than it is to northern hemisphere continents, sharing characteristics such as highly weathered and infertile soils, hot and dry climate, and frequent fire, and resource conservative plants with Africa. The data also show that, while Asia is the closest to the global mean across the range of characteristics considered, and Europe and North America are very similar to each other, all the continents have characteristics in which they are different or distinctive. For instance, Europe has a low proportion of woody species (Figure 2), a low sea surface temperature (Supplementary Figure S3) and diurnal temperature range (Supplementary Figure S2), mammals with a high production rate to weaning (Figure 2), and is distinctive in soil total nitrogen (Supplementary Table S3); Africa has unusually small birds (Supplementary Figure S8 and Supplementary Table S3) and is distinctive in numerous attributes of terrestrial climate (Supplementary Table S3); North America has gravelly soil (Supplementary Figure S6), low and distinctive seed mass (Supplementary Figure S7 and Supplementary Table S3) and short lived birds (Supplementary Figure S8 and Supplementary Table S3); Asia has a high concentration of silicate in seawater (Supplementary Figure S2) and low marine NPP (Supplementary Figure S9 and Supplementary Table S3); and South America has acidic soils with low phosphorus (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S4), plants with large leaves (Supplementary Figure S7 and Supplementary Table S3), and high NPP and decomposition (Figure 2, Supplementary Figure S9, and Supplementary Table S3). Perhaps finding that each continent is unique in its own way should not be surprising, given that each has different geological histories, climates, and latitudinal range spans, and through historical contingency have accumulated different assemblages of plants and animals. Thus, our findings are consistent with the wise words of Dr. Seuss, “From there to here and here to there, funny things are everywhere” (Seuss, 1960, p. 9).
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